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Framework 

•assume that ESD in democracy requires 

growth 

•income distribution a function of: 

–the productive structure 

–policies affecting ex post distribution 

–demographic trends 

•CHALLENGE: productive structure evolving 

in the ‘wrong’ direction puts huge burden on 

ex post redistribution 



Why so difficult to achieve ESD 

with PP boom? 

•Huge institutional needs 

•This includes management of conflict 

•Conflict damages ESD 

•boom itself may weaken supply of 

institutions 

•products vary – extractives and drugs 

particularly difficult (point source and 

fluctuations; drugs erode institutions) 



What are the challenges? 

•Three main areas: 

–1. Macro 

–2. Micro 

–3. Environment 



1. Macro political economy 

•The macro challenge: given bonanza in 

revenue, you need: 

–to set revenue against depletion of exhaustible 

resource 

–to compensate for fluctuations in revenue 

–To hold any savings you decide to make in such a 

way that you are protected against Dutch Disease 

and raiders 

–To turn savings into domestic investment, to create 

alternatives to mining 



The fashionable response: 

•Sovereign Wealth Funds and Stabilisation 

Funds 

•Of the top 550 SWFs today, 50 created since 

2000 

•no magic bullet - only as good as the 

institutions and the politics behind the Fund 

•Needs consensus - point source issue 

•Institutional needs. Example and 

exceptionality of Chile…. 



2. The micro side 

•sectoral primary distribution worsens and more so today… 

•Point source and violence 

•booms tend to centralize - importance of regional institutions 

•role of economies of scale, large and often foreign firms 

–K/L ratios. Lack of employment. Problem worse in 

populated areas with point source. 

–purchasing policies. Lack of quality, experience, 

consistency. JIT not a solution. 

–Need for institutions (Chile example) 

–perception of MNCs - difficulties of CSR 



3.  Environment 

•in a boom, bad effects go wild. 

•Worst in extractives? Also deforestation, 

salination…. 

•Institutional needs 



Political economy of supply of 

institutions 

•General thesis: primary product booms 

produce a political economy unfavourable for 

ESD 

–4 components to the argument: 

•bad for political economy of diversification 

•bad for institutions outside PPX 

•bad for political economy of redistribution 

•Unhealthy PE and increasing inequality and power don’t 

help, on rare occasions when political conjuncture is there 



Today: some improvement in 

distribution? 

•Brazil and Uruguay 

•Peru? 



Ways forward? 

•Institutional quality (leadership) 

•education and health for capabilities and motivation 

•civil service quality at all levels, local too. 

•support to small businesses and to agriculture 

•infrastructure for information flows and access 

•channels between local and other levels 

•CONSENSUS on what revenue should go to each 

level… 
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